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Abstract
A central tenet of Adlerian Psychology, Gemeinschaftsgefühl, taken here to mean social interest/
community feeling, constitutes an aim for our practice using Adlerian Psychology. The Adlerian 
Skype Research Group focuses on developing social interest as a recognisable indicator of mental 
wellbeing. We use a Living Educational Theory methodology to research our practice.

‘A Living Educational Theory approach (see http://ejolts.net ) focuses attention on the 
experiences and implications of living values that carry hope for the flourishing of humanity. 
These values are the life-affirming and life-enhancing values that give meaning and purpose to 
the researcher’s life. They are clarified as they emerge in the course of researching ...They form 
the explanatory principles and standards by which improvements in both practice and 
knowledge-creation are judged. 
 
The approach stresses the importance of extending the influence of these ontological and 
relational values and understandings in explanations of educational influence. In this approach 
individuals hold their lives to account by producing accounts of their living- educational theories; 
that is ‘explanations of their educational influences in their own learning, the learning of others 
and the learning of social formations, in enquiries of the kind, 'How am I improving what I am 
doing?'’(Whitehead, 1989).

This workshop will celebrate the knowledge Adlerian practitioners generate. We will show how we 
can all research and account for the relational qualities and Adlerian values we each work to 
embody for reinvigorating community feeling in our fields of practice and communities of interest.

The Workshop
In an experiential workshop we will introduce principles of Living Theory research methodology as 
a congruent way of developing and sharing Adlerian practitioners’ expertise and supporting the 
development of questions about how we understand, improve and explain what we are doing. 
Delegates will be invited to consider how Adlerian psychology and individual life experience 
influences our own development, that of our clients and the communities we touch.

We will invite suggestions for setting up Adlerian Skype conversations such as created by Adler 
and others in the Conversation Cafes of Vienna where insights can be explored and collaboratively 
tested by anyone interested in Adlerian psychology.

We will introduce a forum where delegates can post their 'living posters’ which will be available on-
line world-wide and up-dateable over time. see:
http://www.spanglefish.com/RobynPound/documents/adlerianskypelivingposter.pdf
http://www.actionresearch.net/writings/posters/homepage010217.pdf 

These posters are a method of summarising where we each believe we are now in our Adlerian 
practice/our lives, where we wish to go next and how we might get there while testing the validity of 
our claims. Living posters offer a method for sharing the valuable knowledge developed by 
practitioners in their daily activities.

We will introduce delegates to the 'First Global Assembly for Knowledge Democracy: towards an 
ecology of knowledges' to be held in Cartagena, Columbia on the 17th June 201 for developing 
insights about 'democratising knowledge’ to which Adlerian psychology contributes.
https://knowledgedemocracy.org
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